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Private Wealth Accumulation in 
Eighteenth Century Scania

Intergenerational credit businesses and  
rural debt logic in Oppmanna

Anders Perlinge

This study sets out from the empirical observation that eighteenth century 
farmers in north-eastern Scania, in the very south of Sweden, began accu-
mulating financial wealth in the form of both public banknotes and private 
promissory notes. Based on a kind of fractional reserve banking, banknotes 
were obviously used to guarantee a more extensive issue of private promissory 
notes, which at the same time served as legal tender or means of payment 
in the local area. This is an examination of how these farmers emerged 
in Oppmanna parish and how they invested and passed on the return on 
the money they lent to their sons and daughters. The research question 
thus focuses on creditors and how they operated, as well as how potential 
borrowers knew about available funds in their local community. The credit 
business was directly tied to the number of banknotes in local circulation, 
particularly during the inflationary period of the 1760s and excessive issue 
of credit notes by the National Debt Office (“Riksgäldskontoret”) in the 
1790s. The need to finance Sweden’s wars with Prussia and Russia was in 
both cases behind monetary policies.1

The aim is to reach a more profound understanding of the importance 
of credit and its machinery for private capital accumulation in the country-
side, long before the establishment of banks or other institutes serving this 
purpose. The sources are probate, church and judicial records. Members 
of the same family are followed, which had male heads of household who 
acted as elected lay assessors (“nämndemän”) in four subsequent generations.

Unlike their more well-known capitalist counterparts, the wealth of the 
farmers was not always fully visible as cash or valuables. Their consumption 
was culturally determined, thus very different from that of the upper classes 
or local clergy. They invested primarily in land and farmsteads. The head of 
the household and his wife sought to leave respectable, well-balanced assets 
to their sons, daughters and/or sons-in-law. Widowers could remarry and 
reasonably hope to accumulate additional wealth. Even though farmers did 
not engage in conspicuous consumption in the same manner as the upper 
classes, the community was obviously acutely aware of their fortunes.
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Even if the late nineteenth century is regarded as decisive with regard 
to the permanent shift in focus of the credit market from the private to 
the institutional sector, with banks serving as agents rather than single 
individuals, the credit market as the prime instrument of private capital 
accumulation had operated since long before. However, the specific function 
of credit businesses from an intergenerational perspective needs more atten-
tion than seen in previous research in order to enhance our understanding 
of the institutionalisation process of the credit market that was to follow, 
seen in a longer perspective.2

The premises of private lending operations
In pre-industrial societies, there were basically two kinds of paper money 
constituting the primary stock of money besides coins: official banknotes and 
private promissory notes. The former had been allowed by the government to 
increase in volume from the 1740s, which ignited banknote-related inflation. 
Its volume continued to expand during the expansive foreign policy of the 
political party known as the Hats. The monetary reform of 1776 temporarily 
accomplished the desired effect of diminishing the volume of banknotes 
in order to stabilise and restore the value of the Swedish currency against 
foreign countries. However, it was only to be succeeded by a vast amount 
of credit notes issued by the National Debt Office in the 1790s. These notes 
drove regular banknotes issued by the National Bank (“Rikets Ständers 
Bank”) out of the market according to Gresham’s law.3

At the same time, people in a rural community like Oppmanna could use 
their locally circulated private promissory notes as means of payment and 
hence create a larger credit volume by themselves. The development in the 
eighteenth century obviously presented an opening for the use of further 
promissory notes, which expanded accordingly. General monetary policy 
and its effects also affected Oppmanna. This was not an isolated peripheral 
area in that sense. The local credit market exhibited sensibility to national 
monetary policies, which could be expected in any particular place. People 
with banknotes simply used them as collateral for their own businesses of 
borrowing and lending in the local credit market with promissory notes as 
their instruments. Thereby, a preparedness to honour their obligations with 
cash was created, as well as to pay taxes or buy land.

The financial alternatives to investing in the local credit market via pro-
missory notes were not legion: there was no bank in the vicinity willing to 
accept public deposits. And to immediately use the banknotes would result 
in their owners losing at least half of their purchasing power, since they 
were able to increase their credit to at least such a degree. Promissory notes 
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were also interest-bearing. This behaviour was facilitated by the fact that 
most countryside households did not show any particularly great interest 
in conspicuous consumption at this time. 

The “great power” of credit served as a kind of machinery due to the fact 
that the outcome from these sorts of lending operations outnumbered that 
of general economic growth in pre-industrial societies. In Sweden, the 
economic growth was less than 0.5 per cent until 1850.4 It has been argued 
that the historical experience from the entire pre-industrial period in the 
West shows that “the law of inequality” was valid: during a period of slow 
economic growth, the return from capital was obviously and enduringly 
higher, credit interests were normally at 5 or 6 per cent. This relationship is 
expressed as r > g.5 This may at first not come across as especially remarka-
ble, but it is not something self-evident but a historical experience, and its 
implications are powerful in the daily life of individuals. In these kinds of 
societies, inherited wealth was a decisive driver of economic inequality, where 
some chosen few individuals, households or families had the opportunity 
to accumulate wealth. It became a sort of “inheritance society”, where the 
owners of capital only needed to reinvest one fifth of their annual return 
of capital to be able to secure its growth over time. When this capital was 
sufficiently large, this could be more important than wage earnings, not 
least in the countryside.

From a societal perspective, this rural debt logic behaviour was important. 
Farmers took on a modernising function as they contributed to the spread 
of monetary economy: the use of private promissory notes as local means 
of payment needed slow volatility or few transactions to work and in the 
meantime, public banknotes were collected. After a downturn in the early 
nineteenth century, the influence of private promissory notes continued to 
play a decisive role in the Swedish economy. This might be explained by the 
fact that sellers of goods could get a premium on their prices if they were 
able to offer their buyers different forms of credit.6

Contemporary personals on rentiers
A research question of special interest concerning financial operators, 
money lenders or rentiers is whether and, if so, how these were singled out 
by contemporary people. Did these individuals distinguish themselves from 
others in any form that would have made them visible to potential money 
borrowers. How did people know where to find funds? Only a very small 
number of available sources have anything to inform us about this.

One possibility of detecting at least something about these inter human 
relations in a local community seems to be the personals on local people 
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written by the vicars. These are to be found in the death and funeral records 
of the parish. The term “obituary” is not used here, as this refers to texts 
intended to immediately become public. The additional fact that vicars often 
found themselves to be a kind of “agrarian prophets”, at times also authors 
of their parish history, makes them rare contemporary witnesses with 
specific interests in the lives of farmers. According to Swedish sociologist 
Börje Hanssen, these personals may be viewed as written testimonies of 
recurrent urbi-pagan encounters, documented post mortem by vicars and thus 
offering a form of traces from the past otherwise invisible and fallen into 
oblivion. These encounters were theoretically found in everyday life within 
the specific social activity fields of the individuals. These fields, in turn, are 
“the spatially defined summary of that social activity which characterizes 
people within a certain group or which interlinks individuals within different 
groups with one another. A social activity field is not the same as a specific 
part of the geographical surface […] Instead it consists of the normally latent 
inter-human relations.”7 In reality, it is a matter of the actual moment when 
two individuals interact that forms the current activity field. Hence, it is 
not to be mistaken for “the city” (urban) or “the countryside” (pagan), but 
rather a process that is ongoing in the living minds.

The Swedish canon law of 1686 prescribed how notes in death and funeral 
records should be designed. The law was thus interpreted in such a way that 
the vicars were intended to write short biographical data – or personals – 
about their deceased parishioners.8 From a very early stage, it set a trend 
on how to formulate these, both in shape and content. From 1747, it was 
decreed that the names of the deceased’s parents should be stated; however, 
in practice this remained uncommon. The purpose of other information, 
such as age and cause of death, was related to statistical reasons and thus 
adjusted to the forms in use by the authority in question (“Tabellverket”). 
Normally, no parishioners but the parish clerk had access to the church 
records, thereby enabling the vicars to feel quite free to write just about 
anything. Considering the unembellished nature of their contents, reaso-
nably any oral commemorative words on the deceased at the funeral service 
would have been rather different from the written versions.9 In Denmark, 
of which Scania formed part until 1658, the same procedure was put into 
practice, although earlier than in Sweden since the canon law of Denmark 
is forty years senior to the Swedish.10

In Oppmanna, there was especially one vicar who made these kinds of 
more specific personal notes: Petrus Neosander, active in 1746–1784. His 
predecessor, Vicar Hans Widing active in 1689–1744, also had made these 
kinds of notes; however, rarely with more intimate judgements. There are 
some interesting exceptions, though, so it was obviously a practice that his 
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successor could use as a model and further develop during his own period 
of service.11

Hans Widing was the son of an assistant judge at the district court in 
Bosjökloster and son-in-law of his predecessor, Vicar Niels Olufsen Löderup. 
Widing was considered “a rich and well-meaning man” and appreciated by his 
parishioners. His long period of service was apostrophised in a sermon after 
his passing by no less than the Bishop of Lund, Henrik Benzelius, personally 
present in Oppmanna church on this special occasion in December 1744.12

Petrus Neosander, on the other hand, was of peasant stock. His father was 
a farm tenant in Klagstorp in the neighbouring parish of Näsum. But the 
son was educated and learned by experience in both Lund and Stockholm. 
He arrived, still rather young, to Oppmanna and Vånga by prescription of 
Adolf Fredrik, successor to the Swedish throne, after being elected by the 
parishioners in an election on 3 November 1745.13 In Oppmanna, Neosander 
led a quiet and unnoticed life during his 38-year period of service, and he 
and his wife Birgitta Wedege received a fine posthumous reputation on an 
epitaph.

Hans Widingʼs portrait by Alexander Jungner in Oppmanna 
church. Photo: Author.
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Private capital accumulation in the countryside
A qualitative way of analysing money lenders in the countryside is to com-
mence with some interesting individual example and then follow up what 
happens from an economic point of view in subsequent generations of the 
same family. This would be different from famous finance families, who have 
accumulated great wealth they then transfer to the next generation with the 
assistance of different techniques. Activities of economically active people 
in the countryside do not in a similar manner result in a corresponding vast 
accumulation of visible pecuniary wealth. Outside of the cities, and before 
industrialisation, investment in farmsteads and land was the most important 
instrument in order to secure economic transfers over generations. It was not 
merely a matter of the eldest son’s inheritance of the family farm according 
to primogeniture principles. It was also a matter of being able to include 
all other children, daughters as well, to have a part of the assets. This was 
often accomplished through matrimonial strategies and pure matchmaking, 
at least among freeholders.14

One individual who appears from the past variety of financial operators 
in the hundred of Villand in the eighteenth century, found while doing 
some other historical research on this geographical area, was a member of 
the second generation of a line of lay assessors, Trued Nielsson, born in 
Oppmanna in 1677. His father, Niels Jepsson, had become fatherless by the 
age of seven and grew up together with his mother and siblings in Osby 
parish in the adjacent hundred. In the 1670s, he married for the third time 
and lived on a farm in Hillehaga, where Trued 
was born. Obviously, there must have been capital 
available in the family since Niels figures recur-
rently as a creditor in the local court. He passed 
away of old age in 1708 after going blind three 
years earlier.15 Trued Nielsson purchased the 
farmstead No. 10 Oppmanna, today known as 
“Hillingagården”, already at the age of twenty. 
Sellers were the heirs-at-law after former Parish 
Vicar Niels Olufsen Löderup, active between 1653 
and 1689. The transaction was questioned for legal 
reasons but settled in favour of Trued Nielsson.16

Trued was elected church warden in 1705. 
However, three years later a conflict of some kind 
appeared with the new vicar, Hans Widing, and 

Vicar Niels Olufsen Löderup with his family, 
epitaph in Oppmanna church. Photo: Author.
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the former was fined 4 daler silvermynt by the church for “abusive writing 
against his clergyman”.17 As lay assessor of the county court in Fjälkinge, 
Trued Nielsson would become a prominent figure. It did not serve his post-
humous reputation well. He was sworn in as lay assessor in 1712, succeeding 
one of the victims of the devastating plague epidemic.18 The very same year 
set off what would become a long series of trials with Trued Nielsson acting 
as both plaintiff and defendant. He was, for example, accused of theft by a 
farmer. He would also be fined for “charging with false accusations” against 
other farmers and furthermore for scuffles and threats.

With remarkable frequency, his conflicts were associated with credit 
activities, in these cases without exception with himself as a plaintiff. No 
one ever summoned him in a debt litigation.19 In the late winter of 1729, he 
was once again summoned to court due to a scuffle.20 In short, the story was 
this: on Sunday 23 February, he assaulted and slapped farmer Påhl Persson 
just outside his own farm, where churchgoers were gathering before the 
sermon. They had a disagreement about a claim that Trued had on Påhl, 
and Trued used his walking stick to hit him. Several witnesses were able 
to confirm these events. The court decided to fine Trued Nielsson 13 daler 
silvermynt for abuse, the double amount for breaking the Sabbath by bringing 
his claim up on Sunday just in time before the sermon.

Trued Nielsson was most certainly known as an industrious money lender 
in the local credit market in Oppmanna and its surroundings. He often 
appeared in court, most frequently because he wanted to collect outstanding 
claims. From the autumn session of the court in 1723 to the winter session 
in 1741, he acted in 23 such cases, in total collecting some 250 daler silver-
mynt.21 His lending activities commonly consisted of rather small amounts, 
some 2–30 daler silvermynt. Borrowers were not limited to Oppmanna but 
included farther parts of Villand’s hundred and typically included farmers, 
soldiers or craftsmen.

Possibly, some of the conflicts Trued Nielsson was drawn into might 
have something to do with his increasing deafness. Due to his hardness of 
hearing, he was dismissed from the court as lay assessor in 1732 and repla-
ced by his eldest son Anders Truedsson, Södra Staversvad (Oppmanna). 
Another son, Nils Truedsson, later certified that “on top of that, the old 
man was hard to please”.22

Just after his withdrawal as lay assessor, Trued Nielsson was once again 
summoned to court by Vicar Hans Widing, among others. This time, it was 
because he “through violent actions had obstructed and hampered operations 
at Oppmanna saltpetre works”.23 His falling out was based on the simple 
fact that staff at the works had chosen to use equipment in the production 
other than the equipment he owned. In this context, he had brought with 
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him some silver spoons, which he hammered into the ground, and a golden 
chain and a moneybag filled with coins that he showed to foreman David 
Månsson, whom he ironically referred to as “King David”, to show his 
importance in a pompous manner. Accompanied by his son, Jon Trueds-
son, he had also been threatening and told David Månsson that “the Devil 
would be put into him”. Once again, Trued Nielsson was fined, this time 
the vast amount of 100 daler silvermynt, including economic compensation 
for lost production. Hans Widing noted in his personal on Trued Nielsson, 
when he after a fierce illness eventually passed away in 1744, that he had 
accumulated “great wealth” but that his faith was not exemplary.24 It should 
be safe to assume that Trued Nielsson is a concrete example of what Börje 
Hanssen argued could be a possible effect of the economic disassociation 
of individual farmers from their class peers. They were supposedly mean 
and greedy and looked upon with a stern view, formally respected but 
maintaining a certain distance from their borrowers.25

The probate inventory after Trued Nielsson shows, through the absence of 
live animals and real estate, that most of his assets were already distributed 
to his heirs-at-law. The remaining parts were furthermore bequeathed away 
to his youngest son, Nils Truedsson, and there was only 9 daler (henceforth: 
dsm) 16 öre silvermynt in cash and seven claims on promissory notes in 
the amount of 446 dsm from individuals living outside Oppmanna. This 
was equivalent to half the estate. He was still active in the credit market, 
however, away from his home parish. There were also silver objects worth 
177 dsm. The minor debts of 28 dsm were all linked to funeral costs and 
probate inventory.26

Oppmanna parish in the north-eastern corner 
of Scania in southern Sweden.

 

Figure 4. Oppmanna parish in the north-eastern corner of Scania in southern Sweden. 
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The colourful and, according to his contemporaries, admittedly troubles-
ome Trued Nielsson was a member of the second generation of lay assessors 
belonging to the same family circle and very active in the local credit market 
in Oppmanna. Thus, he was one of the founders of a line of financially influ-
ential individuals that would last for several generations in the same area.
His younger brother, Lay Assessor Jon Nielsson, also made use of the local 
credit market to further his wealth. The number of litigations about debts, 
however, were fewer than those of his brother. From the summer session of 
the court in 1728 to the winter session in 1736, there were 10 cases.27 Contrary 
to his brother, Jon Nielsson did not have any personal written by Vicar Hans 
Widing. Aged 64, he died in 1743, leaving a pregnant wife behind, who later 
gave birth to a daughter.28

The probate inventory after Jon Nielsson, however, is a more impressive 
document than that of his brother.29 There was cash in the amount of 51 dsm 
and silver objects worth 97 dsm. The 52 financial claims, in total amounting 
to more than 2,817 dsm, represented a value close to 60 per cent of the estate’s 
gross wealth. Single claims could be as much as 200–300 dsm, but smaller 
amounts generally dominated. His debtors belonged to certain categories: 
a vicar, watchmaker, tailor, blacksmith, baker, goldsmith and military men 
along with an unmarried noble woman and several farmers and crofters.

The second eldest son of Trued Nielsson, Lay Assessor Jon Truedsson, 
was even more active in the local credit market than his father and uncle. 

      Niels Jepsson, copyholder (ch), lay assessor (la) [3 marriages] 
      Hillehaga 1 
      1619–1708 
 
    Trued Nielsson, la [2 marriages]  Jon Nielsson, la [2 marriages] 
    Oppmanna 10   Hillehaga 1 

1677–1744, probated (p)   1679–1743, p 
    
 
Anders Truedsson, la Jon Truedsson, la  Nils Truedsson, ch    Kirstin Truedsdotter Bengta Truedsdotter    Svenborg Truedsdotter 
[4 marriages] [3 marriages] [2 marriages]    [1 marriage] [1 marriage]    [1 marriage] 
Södra Staversvad Oppmanna 10 Oppmanna 11    Grönhult 2 Tegelgården    Viby 3 
1704–1777, p 1708–1766, p 1726–1769, p    1702–1793 1710–1778    1717–1758, p 
_____________________   ___________________  _____________________  _________________________    _____________________________  ______________________ 
 
Children of passed daughter: Widow Catharina Kock  Widow Malena Jönsdotter  Passed husband Oluf Mattsson, p Passed husband Anders Stenkilsson, p  Widower Åke Abramsson, p 
Per Oredsson, la Sons-in-law: Truen Nilsdotter    Masse Olufsson Stenkil Andersson    Abram Åkesson 
Nils Oredsson Niklas Bengtsson Anna Nilsdotter    Nils Olufsson Trued Andersson    Sven Åkesson 
Trued Oredsson Måns Månsson     Anders Olufsson Sven Andersson    Nils Åkesson 
Ola Oredsson Sven Niklasson     Ored Olufsson Nils Andersson    Ola Åkesson 
Anders Oredsson Sven Truedsson     Svenborg Olufsdotter Bengta Andersdotter    Pär Åkesson 
Bolla Oredsdotter      Gunnel Olufsdotter Ingar Andersdotter    Ingar Åkesdotter 
Truen Oredsdotter A son of Jon Truedsson’s:     Truen Olufsdotter Kierstina Andersdotter  
Nilla Oredsdotter Trued Jonsson, la     ______________________  
Anna Oredsdotter 1750–1823     Children of Truen Olufsdotter: 
 Oppmanna 10     Ored  
      Truen 
  
 

 
Figure 4. Genealogical table. Sources: Oppmanna kyrkoarkiv, död- och begravningsböcker 1708-1823 (LLA); Villands häradsrätts arkiv, bouppteckningar, 
huvudserien, 1743-1794, serie FIIa (LLA).  

Genealogical table. Sources: Oppmanna kyrkoarkiv, död- och begravningsböcker 1708–1823 
(LLA); Villands häradsrätts arkiv, bouppteckningar, huvudserien, 1743–1794, serie FIIa (LLA).
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His probate inventory accounts for cash in the amount of 161 dsm and silver 
objects worth more than 840 dsm. The 133 claims, in total amounting to more 
than 11,700 dsm, were the equivalent of 80 per cent of his gross wealth. The 
value of the real estate, No. 10 Oppmanna, was 800 dsm. Debts amounted 
to 4,529 dsm.30 This made his wealth in current prices even somewhat greater 
than the wealth of Vicar Hans Widing, whose estate he had appraised some 
twenty years before. The well-informed Vicar Jöran Johan Öller offers a 
rare, almost contemporary, perspective of this in his narrative on the nearby 
parish of Jämshög (Blekinge county) by end of the eighteenth century. Öller 
obviously used several sources, including personal knowledge from the parish 
where he arrived in the late 1770s. Even if one might suspect that the text 
is to some extent stereotyped, it reasonably expresses his own opinion:31

A farmer who lives here and who owns a reasonably good farmstead and 
a couple of hundreds or topmost 3 or 4,000 daler silvermynt in interest 
is said to be very rich. This is believed particularly because the farmer 
living here only rarely lacks money, and whenever needed, he is able to 
pay for his taxes and imposts. Partly, this has to do with his constant 
business among those who have something to sell, especially timber 
and cattle. Partly, it has also to do with his mutual helpfulness to assist 
the less wealthy and poor in distress with necessary credit, every day 
and hour when it is urgent. 

I knew a farmer who was thought to be immensely rich and claimed 
to have 60,000 daler silvermynt in interest, which in such case undoub-
tedly would have made him the richest of his time in the parish. But 
during the probate inventory following upon his death, it was found 
that in reality merely between 7 or 8,000 daler silvermynt was the entire 
outstanding sum in interest, and perhaps a couple of hundreds ditto 
remaining. However, he owned nice real estate and a lot of personal 
property, which together did not raise to half, though, of the sum he 
was thought to have as outstanding claims against interest alone.

In a similar way, Jon Truedsson, like his uncle, operated a credit business 
within a quite extensive network, including urban individuals. Besides 
several farmers, debtors were also found in the two most nearby towns: 
Kristianstad and Sölvesborg. Single claims could be hundreds of dsm. He 
also kept a special ledger of his minor debtors, in addition almost 200 dsm. 
One single claim was as much as 800 dsm, which possibly implies that he 
was prepared to take on higher risk or might reflect some recent real estate 
transaction. His unusually large number of urban economic relations in 
Kristianstad might be related to his third wife, Hilla Catharina Kock. She 
was widowed after parish clerk Håkan Holm, but her family was part of 
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a completely different kind of network than people in the countryside in 
general. Her father, Rasmus Kock, was the manager of a noble estate and 
had been a scribe at the horse regiment of southern Scania. Her uncle was 
a cavalry captain. Both were sons of wholesaler Jöns Kock in Ystad, on the 
south coast some 100 kilometres away.32

It is plausible that some of the remarkably huge capital Jon Truedsson 
had at his disposal somehow originated from his wife Hilla Catharina 
Kock. The probate inventory after his first wife, Kerstin Svensdotter who 
passed away in 1750, accounts for merely four claims of 250 dsm, cash in the 
amount of 400 dsm, and there were no recorded debts. The farmstead was 
appraised at 500 dsm, and there were silver objects worth 202 dsm. The gross 
wealth was 2,074 dsm.33

Every single year with a block of financial claims of 11,700 dsm, Jon 
Truedsson was thus able to collect interest of more than 700 dsm, assuming 
an interest at 6 per cent, not counting possible credit losses. He thus ought to 
be found among the richest commoners in the county by that time. This was 
noticed by Vicar Petrus Neosander when he summarised the course of Jon’s 
life in the personal, stating that he was brought up by very wealthy parents 
and in his lifetime became a rich and wealthy man with a lot of worldly 
possessions. However, in addition to that, he was rather awfully tempered, 
mean and greedy.34 No beautiful ending of that life story. However, four 
years later, on the passing of his widow Hilla Catharina Kock, her personal 
stated about him that he was “Lay Assessor Clever Jon Truedsson”, with 
whom she had lived in a tight marriage without heirs and “led a gentle and 
meek life”.35

The youngest of Trued Nielsson’s sons, Nils Truedsson, was a tenant 
farmer at No. 11 Oppmanna and active in the local credit market, just like 
his relatives. His credit business, however, seems to have been limited, and 
the personal is more focused on his tragic life story. His troubled life showed 
more of blasphemy than of any virtue, the vicar concluded. He was a rich, 
prosperous and hard-working man, but rather grudging to live with. He 
led a bad life in daily conflict, scuffles and disputes with both his wives, 
and he was a severe father towards his children and servants. His restless 
mind in later years was also affected by drunkenness.36

Nils Truedsson’s probate inventory accounts for cash in the amount of 
157 dsm, 20 claims in the total amount of 643 dsm or 22 per cent of the gross 
wealth and silver objects worth more than 800 dsm. Debts were 158 dsm.37 
His debtors were mostly country folk, and single amounts were some tens of 
dsm. His credit business exhibited a more limited network than that of his 
brother, but he obviously lived 15 years longer. There was no reported real 
estate value since he was a tenant farmer, not a freeholder like his brother.
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His widow, Magdalena Jönsdotter, remarried two years later with the 
farmer Nils Åkesson, and they continued the management of No. 11 Opp-
manna but were childless. On her passing, aged 73 in 1793, all property went 
to her husband except a sum of 500 dsm, which was reserved for her two 
surviving daughters of the first marriage with Nils Truedsson.38 The estate 
was appraised by lay assessor Trued Jonsson, a nephew of the first husband. 
The gross wealth was 1,838 dsm, of which there was silver worth 43 dsm and 
five financial claims worth 227 dsm. The debts were 657 dsm, of which 100 
dsm was a promissory note loan by Trued Jonsson.

Anders Truedsson, the eldest son of Trued Nielsson and his successor 
as lay assessor at the county court in Fjälkinge and furthermore to become 
district rural judge, managed to escape from a vicious personal, just like 
his uncle Jon Nielsson. In 1777, his probate inventory accounts for cash in 
the amount of 2 dsm, claims at 886 dsm or 18 per cent of the gross wealth. 
There were only small numbers of silver objects worth 12 dsm, and debts 
were limited to 30 dsm. The real estate in Södra Staversvad had recently 
been disposed of for 550 dsm.39

Among Trued Nielsson’s daughters, the probate inventory has only been 
preserved after the youngest and first deceased, Svenborg Truedsdotter. In 
her estate, there was no cash, but silver objects worth 45 dsm. The 18 claims 
all together amounted to 276 dsm, or 20 per cent of the gross wealth. Debts 
were 48 dsm.40 Her husband was Lay Assessor Åke Abramsson at No. 3 
Viby, some 20 kilometres south of Oppmanna. His probate inventory was 
made in 1784 but remained unregistered for ten years. By then, there had 
been auctions in 1784–1785, but the estate division was not carried out until 
1794.41 He had gotten remarried to Bereta Olasdotter, and the statement 
deviates from the others in several ways. There was only cash in the amount 
of 2 dsm, while the value of silver objects was 103 dsm. No financial claims 
were reported, and the real estate was appraised at 1,404 dsm. Debts were 
1,592 dsm, distributed on 32 creditors, and the gross wealth was 2,880 dsm.

Another daughter, Kirstin Truedsdotter, married freeholder Oluf Matts-
son at No. 2 Grönhult (Vånga), who was probated in 1753.42 He was one of a 
limited group of “parish bankers” in Vånga and also a prominent proto-in-
dustrial entrepreneur, based on the natural resources of his farm, and an 
active exporter of stone products from his quarry to continental Europe.43 
The probate inventory shows cash in the amount of 42 dsm and silver objects 
worth 113 dsm. The 26 financial claims were all together in the amount of 
3,216 dsm, or about 70 per cent of the gross wealth. Among these claims, 
one 80 dsm promissory note was signed by Vicar Petrus Neosander. There 
were also other claims on urban people, and the real estate was appraised 
at 300 dsm, while debts were appraised at 1,104 dsm.
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After the passing of dependent lodger Anders Stenkilsson at Tegelgår-
den in nearby Österslöv parish, on the southern side of Lake Oppmanna, 
a probate inventory was made in 1775.44 He had been married to Trued 
Nielsson’s daughter, Bengta Truedsdotter, who had now become a widow. 
The estate had no cash but silver objects worth 48 dsm. A single claim of 
2 dsm was reported among the gross wealth of 364 dsm. There was no real 
estate involved, and the debts amounted to 67 dsm.

Probated assets and debts within this line of lay assessors and their families 
are summarised in the figure below.

In the middle of the figure, Jon Truedsson of the third generation stands 
out considering the volume of his credit transactions. Financial claims of 

Probated assets and debts among the line of lay assessors and their family in 
Oppmanna et al., 1743-1784, dsm, current prices. Sources: Villands häradsrätts 
arkiv, bouppteckningar, huvudserien 1744-1794, serie FIIa (LLA).

Movables incl. silver Real estate Financial claims incl. cash Debts
Jon Nielsson, 1743 1 826 0 2 869 0
Trued Nielsson, 1744 437 0 456 -28 
Oluf Mattsson, 1752 1 036 300 3 258 -1 104 
Svenborg Truedsdotter, 1758 1 104 0 276 -48 
Jon Truedsson, 1766 1 964 800 11 861 -4 529 
Nils Truedsson, 1769 2 123 0 800 -158 
Anders Stenskilsson, 1775 362 0 2 -67 
Anders Truedsson, 1777 4 034 0 888 -30 
Åke Abramsson, 1784 1 474 1 404 2 -1 592 

Figure 5. Probated assets and debts among the line of lay assessors and their family in Oppmanna et al., 1743-1784, dsm, current prices.
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this kind, however, were the most decisive part of private wealth of an 
additional four members of this family circle. It can be noticed that their 
debt quotas were quite moderate at the time of death. The largest debts 
(below the zero line) were linked to Jon Truedsson, but still did not exceed 
one third of his gross wealth.

The property left by the vicars: a comparison
Vicar Hans Widing passed away late in 1744, the same year as Trued Nielsson. 
Probate inventory appraisals were made by his son, Jon Truedsson.45 This 
serves as a good illustration of the cultural differences between common 
folk and gentle folk regarding their consumption patterns. In Widing’s 
household, with a gross wealth of 9,066 dsm, there was cash in the amount 
of 108 dsm, gold and jewels worth 700 dsm, which is hardly ever found among 
commoners, and silver objects worth 1,317 dsm, which is more than among 
normal farmer households. Outstanding financial claims amounted to 3,894 
dsm, or 43 per cent of the gross wealth. Huge amounts, each more than 1,000 
dsm, were lent to three noblewomen, while only smaller amounts were lent 
to farmers and clergymen in Oppmanna and its closest surroundings. The 
real estate had already been transferred to his wife during his lifetime, and 
ten debts amounted to 3,009 dsm.

The property left by Vicar Petrus Neosander was accounted for on his 
passing in 1784.46 His personal economic position was much more modest 
than that of his predecessor. Of the gross wealth of 1,830 dsm, silver objects 
were worth 225 dsm. Outstanding financial claims were nothing but accrued 
pastoral tithes, and seven debts amounted to 1,518 dsm. The appraisement 
was carried out by a grandson of Trued Nielsson, lay assessor Trued Jonsson 
in Oppmanna.

The relations between members of the lay assessor family circle in Opp-
manna and the parish vicars were obviously intertwined – until death did 
them part.

Conclusion
The theoretical subject of this paper has been to search for a deeper under-
standing of the machinery of credit and its function for comprehensive private 
wealth accumulation in the countryside, long before the establishment of 
banks or other institutes. 

The volume of private lending operations based on private promissory 
notes seems to have been correlated with the amounts of public banknotes 
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and credit notes in local circulation, thus becoming the most vivid in the 
1760s and 1790s.

The first research question concerned how potential borrowers knew 
where to find funds in their local community. Further analyses of how these 
creditors, notably farmers, were singled out in Oppmanna seem to indicate 
that their credit businesses and personal wealth were well-known to people 
in the local community. Parish vicars documented personals about them 
on their passing certifying this, at times with vicious comments not rarely 
with religious undertones.

The second research question concerned the investment patterns over 
generations, which has been a theme receiving less focus in previous research. 
Probate inventories from a line of lay assessors in the same family circle 
in Oppmanna illustrate how financial returns, obviously earned on money 
lending besides of farm produce or proto-industrial activities, were invested 
in land and farmsteads. This wealth was passed over generations, including 
both sons and daughters. There was obviously a specific debt logic among the 
farmers for that purpose, to voluntarily help balance the principle of male 
primogeniture, even long before formal legislation acknowledged female 
equality with regard to inheritance in the countryside in 1845.

The many silver objects that can be found in the estates may indicate a 
parallel and probably older, traditional form of investment pattern. Another 
probable reason for keeping such items would be to have dowries ready for 
their daughters, morning gifts for their consecutive wives or simply to use 
silver items to borrow money when needed against collateral.

The accumulation of private wealth in the countryside did not result in 
any famous families with huge visible fortunes. Their wealth was instead 
ploughed back into land and handed down over several generations, to be 
held in trust by descendants of the initial generation. Reasonably, besides 
the intrinsic power of credit as a form of machinery for wealth accumulation, 
inherited positions based both on money and honorary offices like that of 
lay assessor contributed to the resilience of the private credit market.

Private Wealth Accumulation in Eighteenth Century Scania  
Intergenerational credit businesses and rural debt logic in Oppmanna
Empirical observations show that some farmers in north-eastern Scania 
(“Skåne”) in the eighteenth century began to accumulate financial wealth 
both in the form of public banknotes and private promissory notes. Based 
on a kind of fractional reserve banking, where collected banknotes were used 
as a guarantee for a more extensive issue of promissory notes, the latter 
could, in turn, serve locally as means of payment or a substitute for money. 
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Two important research questions in this context include how these farmers 
were singled out in the local community, thus being known by potential 
borrowers and how returns obviously earned on money lending were invested 
and passed over generations including both sons and daughters.

Even though the wealth of certain farmers did not frequently become 
visible as conspicuous consumption, such as in the upper classes or local 
clergy, the existence of their fortunes was reasonably well-known. This was 
depicted by the vicar in his personals on deceased parishioners, which may 
be regarded as an outcome of urbi–pagan inter-human encounters.

The theoretical subject is a concrete understanding of the importance of 
this credit machinery for private capital accumulation in the countryside, 
long before the establishment of banks. The sources are probate, church 
and judicial records, which are used to follow up individuals within the 
same family represented by one line of lay assessors (“nämndemän”) over 
four generations.

Keywords: credits, promissory notes, urbi–pagan encounters, personals, 
probate inventories, debt litigations
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